Real-space Obstruction in Quantum Spin Hall Insulators
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The recently introduced classification of two-dimensional insulators in terms of topological crystalline invariants has been applied so far to “obstructed” atomic insulators characterized by a mismatch between the centers of the electronic Wannier functions and the ionic positions. We extend
this notion to quantum spin Hall insulators in which the ground state cannot be described in terms
of time-reversal symmetric localized Wannier functions. A system equivalent to graphene in all its
relevant electronic and topological properties except for a real-space obstruction is identified and
studied via symmetry analysis as well as with density functional theory. The low-energy model comprises a local spin-orbit coupling and a non-local symmetry breaking potential, which turn out to be
the essential ingredients for an obstructed quantum spin Hall insulator. An experimental fingerprint
of the obstruction is then measured in a large-gap triangular quantum spin Hall material.

INTRODUCTION

Insulating phases of matter are categorized based on
topological properties of their band structures [1–5]. In
trivial insulators the valence bands are adiabatically connected to an atomic limit and exponentially localized
Wannier functions must exist [6, 7]. Hence, in the absence of a Wannier representation, the corresponding
phase is topologically non-trivial as, for instance, the
case of quantum spin Hall insulators (QSHIs) in the
presence of time-reversal symmetry [8–12]. The bulkboundary correspondence guarantees that QSHIs possess gapless anomalous boundary modes, whose spinmomentum locking and topological robustness are particularly attractive for spintronics applications. A subset of
all possible non-trivial phases can be identified by means
of the topological quantum chemistry (TQC) approach.
This relies on symmetry-indicators, that reveal the existence or lack of elementary band representations [13–17].
Recently, a further real-space classification has been
put forward for trivial insulators. Depending on the spatial localization of the Wannier centers for the valence
bands with respect to the underlying ions’ lattice positions, one distinguishes between conventional and “obstructed” atomic insulators [13, 14, 16–20]. In the latter
ones, at least one of the Wannier functions is displaced
away from the lattice site positions, leading to interesting effects in open boundary condition geometries, such
as metallic interface states or higher-order topological
phases in 2D [21–29]. Provided that, in a specific case,
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symmetry indicators do exist, obstructed atomic insulators can then be unambiguously determined with TQC,
at odds with the identification of non-trivial Z2 -phases
where TQC can predict false negatives [14, 16].
Extending the concept of real-space obstruction to
QSHIs would constitute an intriguing step. This is conceptually possible since symmetry-protected topological
phases lack a Wannier representation only when using
Wannier function basis set that preserve the protecting
internal and/or point-group symmetries. A description
of a QSHI breaking the requirement that Wannier functions must come in Kramers’ degenerate pairs is therefore completely allowed. This has been in fact successfully achieved by Soluyanov and Vanderbilt in Ref. [11].
Note that the symmetry character of the electronic band
cannot diagnose the charge centers of such Wannier functions. The Kramers’ degeneracy of the electronic bands
cannot be removed while preserving the time-reversal
symmetry of the full many-body ground state. Therefore, the construction of physical elementary band representations at the basis of TQC always reduces to Wannier
Kramers’ pairs.
The localized Wannier functions for a QSHI insulator originally introduced for the Kane-Mele model in
Ref. [11] are centered on the two inequivalent sublattices
of the honeycomb net. As we show here, a graphene-like
band structure can be also realized by chiral orbitals on
a triangular lattice. It turns out that the local degrees
of freedom play the role of the sublattice isospin of the
Kane-Mele model for single pz - or s-orbitals. We find
that, despite the existence of a formal mapping between
these two realizations of Dirac fermions at the valley momenta, the triangular QSHI can be topologically distinct
from graphene. The difference is precisely the real-space
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obstruction as Wannier functions for the valence bands
can be localized away from the triangular atomic positions. The Wannier centers form, in turn, a honeycomb
motif as they localize in the void spaces between the
atoms, as we show by applying the Soluyanov-Vanderbilt
construction to our triangular QSHI.
As we elaborate below, there is an additional physical
property distinguishing the two models. This regards
the locality of the SOC term that is of second-nearestneighbor nature in graphene but local in the triangular
multi-orbital QSHI. This has a profound impact not only
on the size of the gap in material realizations of our model
but also on the real-space obstruction.
In this work we hence discuss a mapping between the
valence states of a honeycomb and triangular lattice and
show how this relies on the fact that a certain wave function symmetry may be represented by basis sets being
localized on different Wyckoff positions. Such mapping
is however a momentum-dependent concept and by determining the associated absence or presence of a realspace obstruction, we elevate its significance to the entire BZ. We develop this idea for hexagonal and trigonal
space groups, for which we show the equivalence of the
Dirac fermions at the valley momenta K/K0 . By embedding them in a simple tight-binding model in the whole
BZ, we unveil the real-space obstruction that emerges in
the triangular case only. Further, we give full support
to our theoretical findings by means of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and angle-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on a recently synthesized material [30, 31]. In the final part, we elaborate
on the local orbital angular momentum (OAM) polarization, a decisive difference between the Kane-Mele model
and the triangular QSHI besides the real-space obstruction, which also propagates into the edge states.

I.

EQUIVALENT BLOCH WAVE FUNCTION
REPRESENTATIONS

The honeycomb and the triangular lattices share the
same wallpaper group p6m. The former is bipartite with
orbitals located at the Wyckoff positions 2b = {A =
(1/3, 2/3), B = (2/3, 1/3)} [32], while the site of the triangular lattice is positioned at 1a = (0, 0) [33]. Here, we
will be focusing on the following comparison: the 2b basis
site of the honeycomb with A and B sublattices [orange
and green open circles in Fig. 1(a)] on the one hand and,
on the other hand, the triangular lattice with its single
site (filled black circle) in the unit cell. The former has
one orbital with magnetic quantum number mhc = 0 per
site while the latter is equipped with two chiral orbitals
with mt = ±m on each atom. The different dimension of
the orbital (flavor) subspaces ensures the same number
of degrees of freedom between the two situations.
As we are going to elaborate in this paper, these
two lattices possess different electronic band structures
but their Bloch eigenstates become indistinguishable at
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FIG. 1. (a) Wyckoff positions in the hexagonal unit cell giving rise to the triangular and honeycomb lattices. The former
is made of the filled black circle at 1a, while the latter by
the orange “A” and green “B” open circles at 2b. A different
Bloch phase exp(ik · R) (purple, yellow and cyan colors) calculated at k=K or K0 is assigned to each unit cell (diamond
shapes). The filled black circle in the center corresponds to
R = (0, 0) and represents the atom assigned to the purple
unit cell). (b) Interference between orbital and Bloch phases.
The blue arrow shows how the phase of the chiral orbitals sitting at the R positions of the triangular lattice winds going
around the A/B points. In red we denote instead the contribution from the Bloch phases along the same path. For this
specific example, we have chosen an orbital with m mod 3 = 1
at K.

two special points in the BZ: the valley momenta K
= (1/3, 1/3) and K0 = (−1/3, −1/3). Moreover, the
charge density profile from the eigenvectors at K and K0
prescinds from the basis. In fact, regardless of having
single orbitals at the 2b positions or two chiral flavors
located at the 1a site, the valley charge arranges spatially to form a honeycomb connectivity on the 2b Wyckoff positions A and B. Such a pattern does not come as
a surprise in the case of the honeycomb lattice where
the atoms are indeed occupying the positions where the
charge accumulates. On the contrary, it is less obvious to
see how chiral orbitals on a triangular lattice can form an
electronic motif centered on the voids, i.e. on the orange
and green open circles in the two triangles of Fig. 1(b).
This may be suggestive of a real-space obstruction in the
triangular lattice, which we will more formally elaborate
on in the next sections.
The similarity of the aforementioned basis sets at the
valley momenta can be understood by means of a simple interference argument. Let us consider a Bloch wave
function at a given momentum k
Ψk (r) = hr|Ψk i =

X

eik·R hr|mR i,

(1)

R

where |mR i is an orbital with magnetic quantum number m located in the unit cell corresponding to Bravais
point R. To prove the equivalence of different choices of
the basis set for Eq. 1 at the valley momenta, we must
show that the corresponding Bloch wave functions have
identical characters under the symmetry classes of the
corresponding little group. Focusing on the C3 rotation,
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TABLE I. Character table of the two-dimensional representations of point group D3h and the corresponding complex-conjugate
paired one-dimensional representation of its subgroup C3h [34]. ω is given by exp(i2π/3).

the character Ξ of the Bloch wave function of Eq. 1 arising from an orbital m at Wyckoff position x is given by
Ξ(C3 , m, x, k) = ϕ(C3 , x, k)χm (C3 ).

(2)

ϕ(C3 , x, k) and χm (C3 ) denote, respectively, the characters of the Bloch phase and of the orbital m under a
C3 rotation. As the triangular Wyckoff position 1a is
located at the origin (black filled dot), its Bloch phase
remains invariant. Therefore, the character Ξ of the full
Bloch wave function is given only by the orbital part
2π
χm (C3 ) = ei 3 m = ω m . For the honeycomb positions,
instead, a C3 rotation around 1a translates A and B into
the corresponding ones in neighboring unit cells, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). This results in a Bloch phase difference at A and B of

0 
ϕ C3 , A, k = K/K
= ω ∓2 = ω ±1 ,
(3)

0 
∓1
ϕ C3 , B, k = K/K
=ω .
(4)
This phase difference is reflected in the opposite sequences of colors under the effect of C3 rotations depending on the valley momenta, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
By taking into account this additional “Bloch angular
momentum” m̃x,k = ±1, we obtain the condition under which both Bloch wave functions have the same C3
character:
0 = (mt − mhc − m̃x,k )

mod 3.

(5)

This implies that any Bloch wave function of a chiral orbital mt mod 3 6= 0 on the triangular lattice transforms
identical as one of mhc mod 3 = 0 orbitals located at
the A/B honeycomb sites.
Having established the equivalence on the level of the
Bloch wave function symmetry, we turn now to the honeycomb connectivity in the triangular lattice. This results from a wave function interference at the A/B sites,
as shown in Fig. 1(b): the chiral flavors mt on the triangular sites (filled black circles) contribute to the Bloch

wave function with their lattice and orbital phases. Evaluating the corresponding valley state from Eq. 1 at points
A and B in real space, one gets
X
eik·R hr|mR i
(6)
r = {A, B}|Ψk={K,K0 } ∝
R
2
X


n

(7)

= 3δ(m̃r,k +mt )mod3,0 ,

(8)

∝

ω m̃r,k · ω mt

n=0

where m̃r,k reflects the winding of the Bloch phase
around the considered honeycomb site at a given valley
momentum. In Eq. 7 we have restricted ourselves to the
shell of first nearest-neighbors but the argument remains
valid if farther shells are included. Indeed, these come in
groups of triangular triplets and exploits their C3 symmetric arrangement, as shown in Fig. 1(b) for the first
nearest-neighbors.
As a result, what dictates the constructive or destructive interference for a Bloch wave function on the triangular lattice at the A/B sites is the total angular momentum M = m̃r,k + mt . Thus, the charge density is
finite when total invariance under C3 symmetry can be
achieved i.e., at the A or B position where the total M
either vanishes or is a multiple of 3:
(
2 > 0, if M mod 3 = 0
Ψk={K,K0 } (r = {A, B})
= 0, if M mod 3 6= 0.
(9)
At the valley momenta, a pair of chiral orbitals ±m at
the 1a triangular sites can hence contribute to the electronic charge density at the 2b positions A/B. Depending on the combination of local angular momentum and
lattice phase, the interference in A or B can indeed be
constructive, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This results in
an electronic honeycomb connectivity on the 2b Wyckoff positions. Specifically, for a pair of chiral orbitals
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√
p± = (px ± ipy )/ 2 with m = ±1 localized at the 1a
site, Eq. 9 gives that p+ (p− ) localizes at A(B) and B(A)
for the valley momenta K and K0 , respectively.

II.

VALLEY HAMILTONIAN

In Sec. I, we have established the conditions leading
to a charge profile spatially displaced w.r.t. the atomic
positions. Here, we derive the time-reversal symmetric
Hamiltonian for a chiral doublet at the valley momenta,
where this interference phenomenon is active. Based on
a group-theory analysis, we describe the consequences
of spin-orbit coupling and in-plane inversion symmetry
breaking (ISB), which corresponds to considering the A
and B positions in Fig. 1 inequivalent. Finally, we establish a formal mapping at K and K0 between the triangular
chiral wave functions and the basis describing graphenelike systems within the Kane-Mele model.
In the freestanding triangular lattice, the little group of
the K/K0 points is given by D3h [35]. This comprises one
threefold vertical rotation axis, three twofold horizontal
rotation axes, three vertical reflection planes, and the
horizontal reflection plane. As shown in the character
Tab. I, its two two-dimensional representations promote
symmetry-protected twofold degenerate states, and these
give rise to Dirac points.
Upon introducing SOC, the little group of K/K0 is
D
the double group D3h
of D3h , which contains only
two-dimensional spinor representations. Assuming local
~ ~
atomic SOC L̂ · Ŝ acting on any basis function pair of
D3h (Tab. I), the valley Hamiltonian is given by
~ ~
Ĥ SOC = λSOC L̂ · Ŝ = λSOC L̂z ⊗ Ŝz ,

(10)

~
~
with L̂ and Ŝ denoting the orbital and spin angular momentum operator, respectively. The twofold degenerate
valence and conduction eigenstates of Eq. 10 are

1
Ev :
|Ψv i = jz = ∓|m| ±
,
(11)
2

1
Ec :
|Ψc i = jz = ±|m| ±
.
(12)
2
As positive and negative m-quantum numbers contribute
to both valence and conduction eigenstates, the pairs of
degenerate eigenvalues localize on both A/B sublattices
resulting in a honeycomb-type charge pattern.
Of central importance to our analysis, is the symmetry
reduction induced by a breaking of the in-plane inversion
(A and B inequivalent). The absence of the three vertical reflection planes results in the little group C3h [36]
and the above-mentioned twofold representations split
up into pairs of chiral one-dimensional representations
(see C3h in Tab. I). Hence, in each spin sector, the
low-energy Hamiltonian of ISB-split Dirac states can be
parametrized by the z-component of the orbital angular

momentum operator L̂z :
Ĥ ISB (K/K0 ) = ±λISB L̂z .

(13)

The ± sign in Eq. 13 is a consequence of K and K0 being
time-reversal partners and λISB denotes the strength of
the ISB. Eqs. 9 and 13 imply that for a given band the
charge localization on A and B is valley independent.
The combined action of ISB and SOC determines the
valley eigenspectrum
0
0
Ĥ triang K/K =Ĥ SOC + Ĥ ISB K/K


=L̂z ⊗ λSOC Ŝz ± λISB Ŝ0 ,
(14)
where S0 is the 2×2 identity matrix. The relative
strength of λISB and λSOC dictates the gap and, in turn
also the pattern of charge localization. In the large λISB
limit, the charge density from the two valence eigenstates
localizes on only one of the two void positions (A or B)
of the triangular lattice (as stated above, independently
on the valley). In contrast, in the λSOC -dominated case,
those two eigenstates contribute to the charge localization at both void positions A and B. Moreover, according
to Eq. 9, each eigenstate contributes just to one void (either A or B).
This competition is in close analogy to the Kane-Mele
model for graphene upon replacing the concept of voids
with the sublattice degree of freedom. There, a large
Semenoff mass favors a staggered charge density profile
driving the system towards a topologically trivial phase.
Not being adiabatically connected to this atomic limit,
the non-trivial ground state necessarily inherits instead
contributions from both sublattices [2, 37].
To put this equivalence on formal grounds, we derive in
Appendix A a valley-dependent unitary transformation
mapping the chiral basis on the triangular lattice used in
Eq. 14 (e.g. {p+ , p− }) onto the sublattice subspace of the
honeycomb {A,B}. This reads
!
!
1 0
0 1
ÛK =
⊗ Ŝ0 , ÛK0 =
⊗ Ŝ0 ,
(15)
0 1
1 0
and transforms the Hamiltonian in Eq. 14 onto
0
0
†
triang
Ĥ KM K/K = ÛK/K
K/K ÛK/K0
0 Ĥ
= ±λSOC τz ⊗ Ŝz + λISB τz ⊗ Ŝ0 ,

(16)

where ~τ denote Pauli matrices representing the sublattice
degree of freedom. To give specific examples, a {p+ , p− }
basis can be mapped onto a {sA , sB }-like honeycomb basis located on the sublattices A and B. A pz -like graphene
basis would be instead obtained
starting from a triangu√
lar d± = (dxz ± idyz )/ 2 basis (odd under reflections
w.r.t. the horizontal plane, see Appendix A).
The local atomic SOC term of the triangular basis
is hence transformed into a non-local Kane-Mele-type
SOC interaction, while the valley-dependent triangular
ISB term turns into a local staggered potential/Semenoff
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mass [2, 37]. It is interesting to note, that the strength
of the Kane-Mele SOC interaction in Eq. 16, which in
graphene-type systems originates from intrinsically weak
second-neighbor processes, is here as large as the local
atomic SOC [30, 38].
We have therefore proven the existence of a transformation between the honeycomb and the triangular basis
sets. For the latter, we will now show that not only
does the interference mechanism displace the charge centers away from the atomic positions when focusing on
the valley momenta, but we can even define localized obstructed Wannier functions for the whole BZ. While the
existence of such Wannier functions does not come as a
surprise when the ISB term is large and the system is
a trivial insulator, the possibility of constructing them
in the SOC-dominated non-trivial limit is by no means
obvious.

III.

OBSTRUCTED QSH-INSULATOR

We start from the simplest tight-binding description of
a p-shell on the triangular lattice possessing only nearestneighbor hopping. In addition to the Dirac point at
K/K0 , the Hamiltonian for {p+ , p− } orbitals displays
twofold degenerate eigenvalues also at the Γ point, making the band structure inevitably metallic [39], as shown
Orbital Character
p+/ppz
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K

Energy (units of t)

8
Γ

4

(b)

M
K'

0

ν=0

-4

ν=1

by the green bands in Fig. 2(a). This is therefore different
from typical graphene-like systems (two sublattices and
one orbital per site only), in which the Dirac cone lives in
an otherwise already gapped band structure. This situation is not changed qualitatively by the pz (m=0) orbital,
shown by red solid lines in Fig. 2), which introduces additional crossings between the in-plane and out-of plane
degrees of freedom. However, an insulating ν = 0 ground
state can be stabilized in the presence of local SOC (see
dashed bands in Fig. 2) as this couples the two subspaces,
gapping out all low-energy degeneracies.
The band crossing marked by the dashed vertical line
approximately half-way between Γ and K, which has
turned into an avoided crossing after having swiched on
SOC [black dashed lines in Fig. 2(a)] is strongly sensitive to the breaking of the horizontal mirror reflection
symmetry. This is apparent by looking at Fig. 2(b). By
breaking this symmetry, hoppings between the {p+ , p− }
and the pz orbitals are not longer symmetry-forbidden
and, as a consequence, a band structure with Dirac cones
living in a global gap can be obtained (see Appendix B
for more details on the microscopic Hamiltonian). This
hybridization is reminiscent of Rashba systems, in which
the broken mirror symmetry allows for the overlap of the
radial in-plane and the pz wave functions by promoting
in-plane OAM polarization (see vertical dashed lines in
Fig. 2), the OAM texture in the full Brillouin zone (BZ)
is shown in Fig. 8. Distinguishing the in-plane orbital for
their tangential and radial alignment clarifies also why
one crossing in the conduction bands remains [along ΓK,
Fig. 2(b)] as it is due to the tangential in-plane component [40, 41].
Having defined a tight-binding model in the full BZ,
we focus in the following on the two aspects demonstrating that the ν=1 phase of our model can be seen as an
obstructed QSHI: (i) the non-representability in terms
of time-reversal symmetric Wannier functions and (ii)
the displacement of the centers of a pair of Kramersviolating Wannier functions away from the lattice positions. To this aim, we introduce trial Wannier basis sets
|τi i and calculate the overlap matrix with the occupied
Bloch bands [11]:
Sij (k) = hτi |P̂(k)|τj i ,

Γ

K

M Γ

K

M

FIG. 2. Band structure of the {p± , pz } model on the freestanding (a) triangular lattice and in the absence of a mirror
symmetry with respect to the horizontal plane (b). The color
code of the solid lines denotes the orbital character for the
model without SOC while the bands with SOC are plotted
with thick dashed lines. The thin dashed vertical lines indicate the position of the p± -pz degeneracy (in the absence
of SOC and mirror symmetry breaking) and the inset to (a)
shows the path in the BZ. The insulating phase with SOC for
the freestanding case, see thick dashed line in (a), is topologically trivial (ν=0) whereas, the concomitant presence of SOC
and of the mirror-symmetry breaking, thick dashed lines in
(b), turns it is into a QSHI (ν=1).

(17)

where P̂ is the projector onto the occupied states
P̂(k) =

N
X

|Ψnk i hΨnk | .

(18)

n

Hence, the absence of vanishing overlap eigenvalues of
S(k) in the full BZ indicates the representability of the
valence bands in terms of the Wannier trial basis.
To illustrate point (i), we construct trial functions for
the valence band of the ν=0 phase, in which all lowenergy metallic band crossings are gapped by the local
SOC [see Fig. 2(a)]. First, we choose a time-reversal
symmetric pair of total angular momentum eigenfunctions |j, jz i = |1/2, ±1/2i. As shown by the black solid
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FIG. 3. det[S(k)] along the diagonal of the BZ for a trial
basis of |j, jz i = {|1/2, ±1/2i orbitals on the triangular site
B
(a) and |spA
z , +i , |spz , −i orbitals on the interstitial sites (b).
The dashed vertical lines indicate the position of the crossing
of the p± and the pz band in the absence of SOC and mirror
symmetry breaking.

curve in Fig. 3(a), det[S(k)] is finite everywhere, indicating the absence of vanishing overlap eigenvalues. For
a sufficiently strong in-plane/out-of plane hybridization,
i.e. in the presence of a vertical reflection symmetrybreaking, the model features a large gap at the momenta
marked by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 2(b), and is
stabilized in a non-trivial ν=1 phase. We have confirmed
this also through an explicit calculation of the Wilson
loop eigenvalues, following Refs. [42, 43]. In this topological phase, the ground state cannot be represented using
Wannier Kramers’ pairs. The overlap indeed vanishes at
points in the BZ [see dashed red line in Fig. 3(a)]. This
happens right at the above-mentioned momenta between
Γ and K at which the gap is opened by mirror symmetrybreaking (dashed vertical lines). As shown by Soluyanov
and Vanderbilt in Ref. [11] for the Kane-Mele model, a localization can instead be achieved upon introducing two
time-reversal symmetry-violating Wannier functions
|τi i = {|A, ↑x i , |B, ↓x i},

(19)

which are localized on the two honeycomb Wyckoff positions with an in-plane spin-alignment in the x direction.
A representability of the valence bands of our triangular model in this non-atom centered Wannier basis would
indicate a real-space obstruction. To account for the
presence of even and odd band character under reflections w.r.t. an horizontal plane (see Fig. 2) we choose a
spz hybrid orbital on the A and B sites
1
|A/Bi = √ (|si + |pz i) .
2

(20)

As shown in Fig 3(b), this trial basis results in finite overlap eigenvalues for the ν=1 phase and overlaps for the
ν=0 phase which instead vanish at points in the BZ (see
also Fig 9). This is at odds with the case of symmetrypreserving trial wave functions, as shown in Fig 3(a).

Energy (units of t)

det[S(k)]

6

2

0
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Γ

K

M

DOS(A,B)

FIG. 4. Band structure and sublattice projected DOS of the
triangular and Kane-Mele model in the non-trivial phase. The
solid lines/filled curve correspond to the triangular lattice,
whereas the dashed lines to the Kane-Mele model. The bluered color code denotes the OAM character (inset to the band
structure), while the green-orange one encodes the A/B localization. The dashed box indicates the region shown in the
inset to the sublattice projected DOS.

Again, these decisive differences in det[S(k)] can be seen
at the momenta of the lifted p± -pz degeneracy, indicating its importance for the real-space obstruction: If mirror symmetry breaking dominates over SOC, the valence
bands share the same in-plane OAM polarization and
their local orbital angular momentum vector covers the
whole unit sphere in the full BZ (see also Sec. F and
Fig. 8). Hence, a trial basis on the triangular positions
with non-vanishing overlap eigenvalues cannot exist for
the ν=1 phase.
Further it should be noted, that despite the different
Z2 -invariant, both phases have identical irreducible band
representations at the high symmetry points. The gap
reopening occurs indeed at the non-high symmetry momenta marked by the vertical dashed lines. For this reason, the topological invariant cannot be obtained from
symmetry indicators [14].

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION OF
ORBITAL CHARACTER

In the following, we will elaborate on the consequences
of the obstruction of our model in terms of wave function symmetry and real-space localization. This will allow us to prove the existence of obstructed QSHIs based
on experiments on a recently discovered triangular Dirac
system [30, 31].
Without loss of generality, we consider hereinafter a
small ISB term (see Eq. 14), which lifts the degeneracy
of the SOC gapped Dirac bands by promoting out-ofplane orbital angular momentum as shown for the ν=1
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phase in Fig. 4. As a consequence of SOC, orbital and
spin degrees of freedom are mixed, therefore the valence
doublet is formed by a p+ and a p− state (see inset). This
localizes at opposite A/B positions (see Eq. 9) resulting
in an honeycomb-like electron charge-density profile displaced from the 1a Wyckoff- to the A/B positions. This
is further confirmed by the sublattice-projected DOS in
the right panel of Fig. 4. A similar band structure
has been realized in indenene [30], a p-electron triangular monolayer of indium atoms grown on a SiC substrate [Fig. 5(a,b)]. This represents therefore the ideal
system to experimentally confirm our theoretical analysis. Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES)
and ab-initio electronic structure of indenene, within the
framework of GW many-body perturbation theory, are
shown in Fig. 5(c) (for details see appendix Secs G, H, I
and Ref. 30). One immediately recognizes the presence
of all fundamental ingredients we have introduced in Sections I to III: a sizable hybridization gap opened between
the radial in-plane and the pz -band and four eigenvalues at the valley. The energy dispersion of the Dirac
fermions is attributed to the interplay of the relatively
strong local SOC of the indium atoms (λSOC = 0.43
eV) and the ISB is induced by the specific (T4 ) arrangement of the carbon atoms in the surface layer of SiC [see
Fig. 5(b)]. Further, the presence of the SiC substrate
opens a pz -p± hybridization gap of approximately 1 eV
leaving only the Dirac bands around the Fermi level. We
address the orbital-character of these bands by performing orbital-symmetry selective scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), i.e. by varying the tip-to-sample distance [44]. A measurement at large distances – main
panel of Fig. 5(d) – probes mainly the out-of-plane contribution of the indium states. Here, striking signature
of the absence of low-energy pz -states is drawn from the
sudden drop of the dI/dV signal aligning with the pz -p± hybridization maxima of our GW calculations (horizontal
dashed lines in panel c). Small tip-to-sample distances
instead reveal also a finite local DOS (LDOS) inside
the pz -p± -hybridization gap, a clear signature of the inplane Dirac feature contributing to these energies (inset
to panel d) [30]. The corresponding lattice site-resolved
(A, B and T1) LDOS-mapping [see Fig. 5(e)] shows dominant differential conductance at T1 for >0.23 V where the
steep out-of-plane onset appears in panel d. This is excellent agreement with our theoretical modelling predicting a strong pz -component at the same energy (see again
horizontal dashed line between panel c and d). On the
contrary, probing only the Dirac states between -0.72 V
and 0.23 V, the charge maximum localizes at either site A
or B, displaced away from the lattice position. Given our
theoretical understanding of the interference mechanism,
this displacement hints at the existence of a real-space obstruction. In particular, the charge maximum alternates
between A and B following the ν=1 energy sequence of
Fig. 4 and thus puts forward indenene as an obstructed
QSHI.

V.

EDGE STATES OF OBSTRUCTED
QSH-INSULATORS

It has been shown that in trivial insulators the realspace obstruction can be accompanied by the presence
of in-gap surface modes [18–20]. Hence, it is relevant to
inspect the edge modes of the obstructed QSHI, which
are guaranteed to exist by the bulk-boundary correspondence. We will then compare them to those of its nonobstructed analogue, represented in the present case by
the Kane-Mele model.
However, before addressing a slab geometry, we first
compare the two models at the level of the bulk properties. This can be done by inspecting the band structure of the two models, which we show in the left panel
of Fig. 4 for the non-trivial phase. Close to the valley momenta, the dispersion of the obstructed and nonobstructed QSHI show no qualitative difference. This is
true as long as non-linear contributions for the multiorbital triangular lattice are negligible. At higher ener-

FIG. 5. Side (a) and top view (b) on the unit cell: Gray and
cyan spheres represent indium and silicon atoms, respectively.
Carbon atoms are denoted in red and the pink spheres correspond to the hydrogen atoms used for passivation [45]; just
for the clarity of the illustration, we show here the topmost
SiC layer only. (c) Comparison of ARPES measurements of
indenene and G0 W0 band structure along the Γ-K-M-Γ path.
(d) STS measurements stabilized at tip-sample distance z0
and z1 =z0 -7.8 Å (inset). At z0 STS is less sensitive to in-plane
states effectively probing only pz -like indenene states. High
n-type doping of the substrate shifts the valence band onset
(VBO) to approximately -300 mV aligning with our ARPES
data. (e) Renormalized dI/dV signal recorded at the A (orange), B (green) and T1 (black) site of the indenene unit cell.
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(a)

Energy (units of t)

(c)

of freedom in the edge states becomes more and more
~ ·S
~ coupling, hLy i as well
dominant. As a result of the L
as hSy i become finite, rotating the OAM and the spin
into the yz-plane. Finally, due to the strong non-linearity
away from the valley momenta, the dispersion of the edge
states as well as their crossing at Γ deviate strongly from
the case of the chiral-symmetric Kane-Mele model.

(b)

Edge ▴

Edge ▾

(d) -1

〈Lz〉

CONCLUSION

+1

1

0

-1
—
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—
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—
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X

—

Γ

—

X

FIG. 6. (a) conventional unit cell (gray) and edge geometry.
(b) 2D BZ and backfolding of high symmetry momenta to 1D
slab BZ. Edge localization (c) and OAM polarization (d) in
the slab model.

gies, the interplay of SOC and in-plane and out-of-plane
polarization flattens the bands. Though not directly connected with the real-space obstructed nature, it is interesting to note that this promotes van-Hove-singularities,
which at these energies are absent in the single-orbital
Kane-Mele model (see right panel of Fig. 4).
We now turn to the helical edge modes of the triangular QSHI and highlight how they signal the existence
of the real-space obstruction. This manifests itself in a
striking way in ribbon geometries, considering the termination in which A and B are located on opposite edges,
see Fig. 6(a). Here, we therefore focus on the “flat” edge
on the top and bottom sides of the sketch and do not
further discuss the other “zigzag”-like edge, shown on
the left and right sides. The color and the point size in
Fig. 6(c) indicates the spatial localization of the states on
the top and bottom edges. The fact that the edge states
from opposite terminations are not degenerate indicates
how they inherit also a strong A/B localization character, which is different due to the presence of ISB. This
character is particularly pronounced close to the valley
momenta (see also Fig. 4), where we know from Eq. 9 that
the p± Bloch states localize at the A/B voids. Hence, we
identify an observable signature of the obstructed nature
of this QSHI.
Further, differently from the Kane-Mele model where
the pure pz (m=0) character forbids a finite OAM, the
obstructed QSHI on the triangular lattice features edge
states that are OAM polarized, see Fig. 6(d). By moving
away from the valley momenta towards Γ, the pz degree

In this work, we have established that the triangular
and the honeycomb lattice can be seen as coequal partners on the level of their Dirac fermions. Extending this
concept to the full BZ, we find that the triangular lattice
can host graphene-like valence bands arising from timereversal symmetry-breaking Wannier functions on the
honeycomb Wyckoff positions, i.e. at the voids of the triangular lattice. This generalizes the notion of real-space
obstruction recently developed for trivial insulators and
hence also its physical consequences to quantum spinHall systems. Further, it allows for a connection with
the higher-order topological classification, distinguishing
between systems with the same non-trivial Z2 -invariant.
One decisive difference that emerges from our analysis,
is that a QSHI phase on the triangular lattice requires, in
contrast to Kane-Mele-type systems, a sufficiently strong
potential which breaks the horizontal mirror reflection.
In combination with the full-atomic SOC, this promotes
a local OAM winding on the triangular site, which prohibits the existence of a non-obstructed Wannier representation. Our experiments on indenene, the only triangular QSHI realized so far, support our theoretical prediction and make this topological monolayer a potential
candidate for future experiments on obstructed QSHIs.
Since QSHIs lack a Wannier representation, the
widely used high-throughput-suited symmetry indicator
schemes cannot be applied for the detection of realspace obstructed non-trivial phases. Upon releasing
the constraint of internal symmetry-preserving Wannier
functions, Soluyanov-Vanderbilt-like representations can
be constructed to determine the real-space localization.
Hence we expect that a sizable number of already known
non-trivial Z2 -indicated systems may belong to this new
class of topological materials. As witnessed by our triangular model, the false-negatives of TQC appear to be a
potential pool of candidates.
Concerning future investigations, it must be noted that
the real-space obstruction of a QSHI can be probed at lattice defects of heterostructures in which the obstructed
QSHI in question is completely surrounded by a nonobstructed one. The helical edge states of the two QSHIs
gap each other out. In the L-shaped corner regions [46] a
quantized corner charge (possibly accompanied by in-gap
corner modes) is then expected to appear. Obstructed
QSHIs can be also used as basic building blocks of threedimensional topological crystalline phases. Consider for
instance a three-dimensional bulk crystal with a Cnz ro-
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tation symmetry where the order of the rotational symmetry n = 2, 4, 6. The three-dimensional BZ of this system can be viewed as a collection of two-dimensional cuts
parametrized by the momentum kz parallel to the rotation axis. Assuming that QSHIs are realized at the timereversal invariant cuts kz = 0, π, the bulk crystal must
represent a weak three-dimensional topological insulator.
Let us further consider that out of the two kz = 0, π cuts,
one is an obstructed QSHI. When subject to translational
symmetry breaking perturbations that double the stacking period, the system will be transformed in a topological crystalline insulator with anomalous surface Dirac
cones connected by helical hinge modes [47]. Additionally, the system might also realize an hybrid weak topological insulator [48] with rotational symmetry-protected
Dirac cones on its so-called dark surfaces.
Besides the intriguing consequence of real-space obstruction, the realization of a certain Bloch wave function symmetry on different crystal lattices constitutes a
conceptual and practical difference in the microscopic
origin of the relevant hopping processes. Specifically,
the 2nd -nearest-neighbor Kane-Mele SOC and the local
staggered potential (Semenoff mass) in the honeycomb
correspond to the local SOC of Eq. 10 and the nearestneighbor ISB terms of Eq. 13 in the triangular lattice,
respectively. This means that the resulting graphene-like
~ · S-type
~
Dirac fermions are gapped by an atomic L
SOC
interaction, which is in general much stronger than its
non-local equivalent [30, 38]. As a consequence, the valley Hamiltonians in the two basis sets have an identical
structure, but can happen to live in completely different
parameter regimes because of different physical origins of
the associated interactions.
From a general perspective, realizing a specific wave
function symmetry with different basis sets in a periodic
geometry will not only stimulate the search for topological materials but may also pave the way to new approaches for the investigation and realization of physical
phenomena in a different context, e.g., cold atoms in optical lattices, photonic crystals, or acoustic lattices. This
could help to overcome technical challenges in terms of
realizability and may also give access to new parameter
and phase regimes. Further, the k-dependent basis mapping introduced here will have non-trivial implications
for interacting particles. In that case, the transformation
would indeed involve also two-body terms and may hence
lead to the appearance of interaction terms that differ
substantially from those considered in standard cases.
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APPENDIX
A.

VALLEY-DEPENDENT BASIS
TRANSFORMATION

Here we demonstrate the equivalence of a pair of chiral
orbitals on the triangular lattice and a bipartite basis
on the honeycomb lattice by deriving a complete basis
transformation at the valley momenta. Its existence can
be proven by projecting the Bloch wave function onto
Coulomb Sturmians [49], a full basis in the R3 which are
given by
χτ (x) = Rnl (r)Ylm (θ, φ),

(21)

defined by a set of atomic-like quantum numbers τ =
[n, l, m] centered around r0 with the distance vector r =
x − r0 . For the sake of simplicity, we will neglect in the
following the the radial part Rnl and consider only the
spherical harmonics Ylm . First, we express P
the initial
orbital at r0 in Coulomb Sturmians |wRn i = τ cτ |χτ i.
The transformed orbital |wn0 i centered at site r00 is given
by the projection of the Bloch wave function onto the
Coulomb Sturmian basis |χτ 0 i in the home unit cell.
|wn0 i =

X

|χτ 0 ihχτ 0 |Ψi

(22)

τ0

=

X

cτ eik·R |χτ 0 ihχτ 0 |χτ (R)i

(23)

eik·R cτ |Yτ 0 ihYτ 0 |Yτ (R)i.

(24)

R,τ,τ 0

∝

X
R,τ,τ 0

The spherical harmonics are parametrized by Ylm =
Plm (θ)eimφ with the Legendre polynomial Plm and the
spherical coordinates (θ, φ). When transforming from
position 1a to one of the the A/B sites, all neighbors of
the same order come in triangular triplets t, the complex
phase transforms as
1 X ik·R
e
hYτ 0 |Yτ (R)i
3

(25)

R∈t,

k=K/K0 1

∝

3

3
X

ei

2π
3 n

(m̃K/K0 −m0 +m)

(26)

n

=δ(m0 −m)mod(3),m̃K/K0 ,

(27)
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Ez

Vσ

Vπ

Vpπz

λSOC

λMIR

λISB (ν = 0)

λISB (ν = 1)

-1.5

2

-0.25

-1

1

1

0.75

0.25

TABLE II. Tight binding parameters in units of t.

where the Bloch lattice phase enters at K/K0 with
m̃K/K0 = {±1, ∓1} at {A,B}. Akin to the Bloch localization in Eq. 9, this relates m and −m:
(
k = K, if (m0 − m) mod 3 = −1
A:
,
k = K0 , if (m0 − m) mod 3 = +1
(
k = K, if (m0 − m) mod 3 = +1
B:
.
k = K0 , if (m0 − m) mod 3 = −1
A further constraint arises from the symmetry 0of the Legl
l
endre polynomials requiring that Pm
and Pm
0 are both
even or odd w.r.t. horizontal reflection
(
> 0, if (l − m + l0 − m0 ) mod 2 = 0
l0
l
|hPm0 |Pm (R)i|
.
= 0, if (l − m + l0 − m0 ) mod 2 = 1
This shows indeed, that the valley Bloch function of a
chiral triangular doublet | ± mi with m mod 3 6= 0 can
be mapped onto a bipartite honeycomb basis whose magnetic quantum numbers are constrained to m0 mod 3 =
0. For example a {p+ , p− } basis can be mapped onto
a {sA , sB }-like honeycomb basis located on the sublattice sites A and B. Consequently, a triangular {d+ , d− }
basis (odd under reflections at the horizontal reflection
plane) transforms into a pz -like graphene basis. The con-

crete basis transformation involves the elaborate evaluation of the overlap of Coulomb-Sturmians, so-called
Shibuya-Wulfman integrals [50].

B.

TIGHT-BINDING MODEL

We consider a p-shell {px , py , pz } on a triangular lattice spanned
by the vectors a1 = (1, 0) and a2 =
√
(−0.5, 3/2). Their overlap integrals can be obtained
by following the approach of Slater and Koster [51]:
hpi |H|pi i = n2i V σ + (1 − n2i )V π ,
hpi |H|pj i = −ni nj (V π − V σ ).

(28)
(29)

With i = x, y, z and i 6= j, the coefficients ni incorporate the in-plane orientation (nx = cos(φ) sin(θ), ny =
sin(φ) sin(θ) and nz = cos(θ)) with the azimuthal angle
φ and polar angle θ. The general hopping Hamiltonian
reads in momentum space:
Ĥ(k) =

X

c†i (k)tij (k)cj (k),

(30)

ij

with the elements tij = t∗ji :

V σ + 3V π
(cos(k2 ) + cos(k1 + k2 )),
2
σ
π
3V + V
(cos(k2 ) + cos(k1 + k2 )),
tyy (k) = 2V π cos(k1 ) +
2
π
tzz (k) = Ez + 2Vpz (cos(k1 ) + cos(k2 ) + cos(k1 + k2 )),
√
3 π
txy (k) = −
(V − V σ )(− cos(k2 ) + cos(k1 + k2 )),
2
txz (k) = iλMIR [2 sin(k1 ) − sin(k2 ) + sin(k1 + k2 )] ,
√
tyz (k) = 3iλMIR [sin(k2 ) + sin(k1 + k2 )] .

txx (k) = 2V σ cos(k1 ) +

The integrals V σ , V π and Vpπz denote hoppings within
the in-plane subspace and the pz subspace, respectively.
λMIR describes the strength of the mirror symmetry
breaking, which couples the in-plane and pz orbitals. The
values can be found in table II.

(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

Atomic SOC

We consider in our model full p-shell atomic spin orbit
coupling, which is given in the {px , py , pz }-basis by:
Ĥ SOC =λSOC L̂ ⊗ Ŝ

λSOC 

=
2 

(37)
0

iσz
−iσy

−iσz
0
iσx

iσy




−iσx 
.
0

(38)
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Its matrix elements can be obtained by explicitly calculating the components of the OAM and spin operator.

C.

ISB ON THE TRIANGULAR LATTICE

Here we derive the lattice formulation of the ISB term
given in Eq. 13 as an effective interaction induced by
virtual ISB orbitals i.e. from a substrate, followed by a
consideration based on symmetry arguments, only.
In the recently synthesized system of indenene on
SiC(0001), the carbon atom of the surface SiC layer located at one of the A/B-points reduces the symmetry
of the full lattice to C3ν [30]. To incorporate the hybridization between the triangular lattice and the ISB
breaking substrate states in our model, we introduce a
virtual s-type orbital at site A= (1/3, 2/3). This allows
us to obtain by down-folding an effective ISB interaction
acting on the in-plane orbitals. The Hamiltonian of the
{px , py , s}-subspace reads:


pxy s
pxy
V̂
Ĥ
.
(39)
Ĥ ps = 
V̂ spxy Ĥ s
With the 2 × 2 Hamiltonian of the in-plane subspace
H pxy , the one-dimensional Hamiltonian of the s-subspace
Ĥ s = Es c†s cs , which is given w.r.t. the Dirac-point of
the in-plane states, and the hybridization between the
two subspaces V̂ pxy s . The tight-binding elements for an
σ
s-p-overlap hs|H|pi i = ni Vsp
are given by:
√


i
3 ISB  i (k1 −k2 )
V
e3
− e 3 (−2k1 −k2 ) ,
2 

i
1  i (k1 −k2 )
e3
tsy (k) =V ISB −
− e 3 (−2k1 −k2 )
2
i
i
+ e 3 (k1 +2k2 ) .

tsx (k) =

(40)

(41)

σ
Where we substitute directly Vsp
= V ISB . By following
the lines of [52], an effective low-energy model for the
in-plane Dirac states can obtained via downfolding:

Ĥ ef f ≈ Ĥ pxy − V̂ pxy s · (Ĥ s )−1 · V̂ spxy .
|
{z
}

(42)

Ĥ df

The correction to the in-plane Hamiltonian reads:
2
3VISB
2Es
2
V
ISB
tdf
(k)
=
yy
2Es

tdf
xx (k) =

√
tdf
xy (k) =

[1 − cos(k1 )] ,
[3 + cos(k1 ) − 2 cos(k2 )
−2 cos (k1 + k2 )] ,

2
3VISB

2Es

(43)

(44)

[i{sin(k1 ) + sin(k2 ) − sin (k1 + k2 )}
+ cos(k2 ) − cos (k1 + k2 )] .

(45)

FIG. 7. Sketch of the ISB px -py interaction on the triangular
lattice activated by a staggered potential peaking at the A/B
voids of the triangular lattice. First neighbor hoppings can
be decomposed into inequivalent second order processes via
the A/B points as indicated by the gray arrows d̂1 and d̂2 .

As Ĥ pxy vanishes at K/K0 , the effective Hamiltonian simplifies to the downfolded ISB interaction:
Ĥ ef f (K/K 0 ) = −

2
9 VISB
(τ0 ∓ τy ) .
4 Es

(46)

This gives rise to a rigid band energy shift and promotes
orbital angular momentum by τ0 and L̂z = τy , respectively. As the even terms modify only quantitatively the
elements of the full p-basis Hamiltonian (eq. 30), we
incorporate the ISB interaction by the effective HamiltoV2
nian given in Eq. 49 with λISB = − 94 EISB
.
s
A complementary approach for deriving Eq. 48 is to decompose the first-neighbor interaction of the pxy orbitals
into a second order hopping processes via the nearest A
and B voids as illustrated in Fig. 7. ISB differentiates the
A/B sites and renders the paths inequivalent resulting in
different hopping strengths for trajectories through A or
B. Further, the px -py hopping process via the A/B sites
involves either an overlap of wave functions with same
or different parity, which can be defined by the directed
angle spanned by the two unit vectors d̂1 and d̂2 describing the trajectory. By defining the difference between the
1
hopping strengths through A/B as 3√
λ
i.e., consider3 ISB
ing only the hoppings through the dominating void site,
the interaction can be written as:
λISB X
Ĥ ISB = √
νij (c†py ,i σ0 cpx ,j + h.c.).
(47)
3 3 hiji
As a result, an electron travelling from site i to nearest
neighbor j experiences a left-right asymmetry, which is
reversed when moving from j to i. In Eq. 48 this is described by the orientation
of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
√
vector νij = (2/ 3)(d̂1 × d̂2 )z = ±1 where d̂1 and d̂2
are unit vectors pointing from i to A(B) and from A(B)
to j. This parametrization is reminiscent of that for
the second-nearest neighbor SOC term in the Kane-Mele
model, which depends on whether the other sublattice
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appears on the right or on the left of the hopping process [1, 53]. However, being not a SOC term but rather
involving the orbital degrees of freedom only, this term
for the triangular lattice is spin-independent, at odds
with the Kane-Mele SOC. A term with a k-dependence
similar to that Eq. 49 but involving second neighborprocesses has been discussed in [54].
Equation 47 is transformed in the spherical harmonics
basis by applying the basis transformation {px , py } →
{p+ , p− }
X
X
−i
Ĥ ISB = √ λISB
νij
mc†i,m σ0 cj,m ,
3 3
hiji
m∈{±|m|}

(48)

and reads in momentum space
2
Ĥ ISB (k) = √ λISB [sin(k1 ) + sin(k2 )
3 3
− sin (k1 + k2 )] L̂z ⊗ Ŝ0 .
D.

(49)

SUBLATTICE CHARACTER IN THE
TRIANGULAR LATTICE

We calculate
of the Bloch wave funcPthe interference
ik·R
tion |Ψk i =
c
e
|mi
at
the honeycomb sites
k,m
m
(r = {A,B}). By invoking Eq. 6 and considering only
contributions from the |p± i = | ± 1i, the momentumdependent projection weight X(r) is given by:
X(r) = |hr|Ψk i|2
=

X
m∈{−1,1}

(50)
3
1X
ck,m eik·R hr|mRn i
3 n=1

2

(51)
2

=

X
m∈{−1,1}

E.

3
2π
1X
ck,m ei(k·R+ 3 nm) .
3 n=1

(52)

CONSTRUCTION OF THE OVERLAP
MATRIX

Here we follow the recipe of Ref. [11]. The calculation is straight-forward if the trial orbitals and the cellperiodic Bloch wave functions are spanned by the same
basis set. For our model, this is the case for the triangular
p-shell J1/2 -trial basis. The projection onto trial orbitals
on the honeycomb sites requires however a momentumdependent basis transformation as the Bloch and the trial
basis have different Wyckoff positions, which results in a
Bloch phase difference.
In analogy to Eq. 22, we define the overlap of the Bloch
wave function of the triangular p-model (m = {−1, 0, 1})
with the honeycomb trial basis |τj i at position xj as
X
X
hΨnk |τj i =
eik·(xj −Rj )
c∗m hm|τj i .
(53)
Rj

m

Without loss of generality, we consider only the contribution of the three nearest-neighbor sites Rj to the
Bloch wave function, which are for the A(B) site Rj =
{(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)} (Rj = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)}). Further, also the parity w.r.t. z 7→ −z has to be considered:
the triangular m = ±1 in-plane orbitals map onto s orbitals on the honeycomb site, while a pz (m = 0) orbital
on the triangular Wyckoff position is mapped onto a pz
orbital on the honeycomb sites.

F.

LOCAL OAM WINDING PROMOTED
REAL-SPACE OBSTRUCTION

Based on the wave function symmetry of the valence bands, we will argue in the following, that a nonobstructed Wannier basis cannot exist in the QSHI phase.
We assume that the bands are energetically sufficiently
isolated, to allow for a single band description. As illustrated in Fig. 2, in the absence of SOC, the valence
band is pz -type at Γ, has a p± degeneracy at K and has
radial (w.r.t. the nearest Γ point) in-plane character at
the three M points (|pr i ∝ α |px i + β |py i). This results
in a metallic band crossing of the two lowest bands which
gives rise to a nodal line (see red-green band crossing in
Fig. 2). In the presence of horizontal mirror symmetry
breaking the nodal ring gaps-out as the radial in-plane
and the pz band hybridize by forming tangential
angular
√
momentum states of the form |mtan i = 1/ 2(|pz i±i |pr i.
Upon considering SOC, a non-trivial gap is opened and
the valence states at the K/K0 read: |l, mz i = |±1, ∓1/2i
states. If considering the whole BZ, the local orbital
angular polarization of the valence bands will cover the
whole unit sphere as shown in Fig. 8. For a trial projection basis located on the triangular site, there must be
momenta, where at least one trial orbital is orthogonal
to both valence states which prohibits a non-obstructed
Wannier construction.
The importance of the nodal line is further supported
by inspecting det[S(k)] in the whole BZ as shown in
Fig. 9. The overlap eigenvalues of the J1/2 trial basis are
largest in the trivial phase at the momenta of the SOC
gapped nodal line and at K/K0 . In the non-trivial phase,
the vanishing eigenvalues occur along the nodal ring. In
turn, the time-reversal symmetry breaking trial basis on
the honeycomb sites introduced in Eqs. 19 and 20 has a
finite overlap in the ν = 1 phase, but vanishing overlap
along the momenta of the nodal line in the ν = 0 phase.

G.

GW METHODS

Our first-principles study started defining, via ionic relaxation, the equilibrium geometry of the system; this is
composed by an indenene layer and four substrate layers.
A big enough number of substrate SiC layers has been
considered in order to correctly determine the screening
properties and the low-energy physics. Its importance
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FIG. 8. Local orbital angular momentum polarization of the
two valence bands in the ν = 0 and ν = 1 phases. To lift
the degeneracy of the valence bands at the valley momenta,
a small values of λISB = 0.1 has been chosen and in the ν =
0 the compensating in-plane OAM is visualized by setting
λMIR = 0.01 (otherwise the in-plane OAM vanishes). The
dashed lines indicate the first BZ.

becomes indeed evident, especially for GW calculations,
when the number of layers is changed. When this number is increased, increasing accordingly also the unit-cell
height to preserve the same amount of vacuum, the energy gap decreases, because of the increased dielectric
screening.
Also, when a fixed number of substrate layers is considered, rather increasing the amount of vacuum along z, it
is found an increasing of the energy gap value.
Both self-consistent (scf ) and non-self-consistent (nscf )
DFT calculations are based on the projector augmented
wave (PAW) method and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) scheme [55], as implemented in the Vienna Abinitio Simulation Package (VASP) [56, 57]. A plane-wave
cutoff of 500 eV has been used, together with a 15×15×1
k-mesh.
SOC has been included self-consistently and, because of
the small value of the energy gap (∼ 50 meV, in DFT),
the width of the Gaussian smearing has been chosen equal
to 0.001 eV; this allowed us to obtain a sharp transition
from the occupied states to the unoccupied ones.
Subsequent single-shot GW calculations show an almost
independent behavior with respect to the number of unoccupied states starting from a reasonably high threshold; we considered then 338 empty bands. For the same
independence’s reasons, we set the energy cut-off for the
response function to 50 eV.
The number of imaginary time grid points has been chosen equal to 100, also because this parameter does not
influence in a meaningful way the computation time.
While the value of the Rashba splitting in the valence
and conduction bands resulted to be always almost independent from the meaningful parameters, at least for
a not-too-drastic change of them, the analysis of the energy gap required more cautions.
We choose an optimal setup provided by a unit-cell of 45
Å along the z-direction and four layers of substrate.
The last check is given by the analysis of the low-energy
electronic structure as a function of k-points number.
Only in this case the value of the Rashba splittings exhibits a slightly dependence, while the energy gap exhibits a strong one (see Fig. 10). The interpolated values are ideally obtained from an infinitely dense k-mesh,
and they have been used to realize the correct GW band
structure plot (see Fig. 5), subsequently to the wannierization procedure [58].

H.

FIG. 9. Logarithmic plot of det[S(k)] of the vertical-reflection
symmetric model λISB = 0 for a time-reversal-symmetric J =
1/2 and time-reversal-asymmetric A/B trial basis sets. The
dashed lines indicate the first BZ.

ARPES

ARPES measurements were acquired in our home-lab
setup equipped with a hemispherical analyzer (PHOIBOS 100), an unmonochromatized He-VUV lamp (UVS
300, 21.2 eV) light source, and a 6-axis manipulator capable of LHe-cooling to 20 K. Differential pumping of the
He-VUV-lamp kept the base pressure below 1·10−10 mbar
during the ARPES measurements.
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FIG. 10. GW scaling of the energy gap (Eg ), Rashba splitting in the conduction band (Rc ) and Rashba splitting in the
valence band (Rv ), as a function of the k-points, in the energy
range [100: 300] meV. The dots correspond to the computed
values and the solid lines to the interpolation of the results.

Fig.

UBias

IT

tip approach

5 (d)

2.0 V

250 pA

0 nm (z0 )

5 (d) (inset)

-0.85 V

50 pA

-0.24 nm (z1 )

5 (e)

-0.9 V

50 pA

-0.28 nm

TABLE III. Bias voltage UBias and tunneling current IT stabilization parameters for STS shown in Fig. 5. In some STS
measurements the tip has been approached after the feedback
loop was switched off. Note that the tip sample distance is
also affected by the tunneling setpoint itself, i.e. UBias and
IT . In the case of panel Fig. 5(d) this yields an additional
height difference of 5.4Å, and thus a total height difference
between z0 and z1 of z1 =z0 -7.8 Å.

I.

STM AND STS

STM and STS measurements were taken with a commercial Omicron LT-STM operated at 4.7 K and a base
pressure lower than 5 · 10−11 mbar. Before and after each
measurement the chemically etched W-tip was prepared
on an Ag(111) single-crystal. Tunneling parameter of
dI/dV -curves and images shown in Fig. 5 are summarized in Tab. III. The STS measurement presented in
Fig. 5e was recorded with a standard lock-in technique
(modulation voltage of Vrms = 10 mV and modulation
frequency of 971 Hz).
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